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SEMILATTICES WHICH ARE EMBEDDABLE IN
A PRODUCT OF MIN INTERVALS

J. W. STEPP

Abstract. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient con-

ditions for a locally compact semilattice to be embeddable in a

product of min intervals.

I. Introduction. In [2] J. D. Lawson gave conditions which

guarantee that a topological semilattice have sufficiently many con-

tinuous homomorphisms into the min interval to separate points.

However, a semilattice may have this property and not be embed-

dable in a product of min intervals (Example 1 and Example 2). The

purpose then of this paper is to give conditions which will guarantee

that a locally compact semilattice is embeddable in a product of min

intervals.

II. Definitions and notations. Let 5 denote a topological semi-

lattice; that is, S isa commutative idempotent topological semigroup

with x^y if and only if xy=x. For each x in 5 let Ms(x)

= {yES\x^=y} and let Ls(x) = {yES\y^x}. For each nonempty

subset A of X let Ms{A) = \J\Ms(x)\xEA} and let LS(A) =

U [Ls(x) |x£^4 }. Whenever there is no danger of confusion we write

M(-) instead of Ms(-) andL(—) instead of Ls( — )■ A nonempty set

B of 5 is called an increasing (decreasing) set if M(B) =B (L(B) =B).

If B is both an increasing set and a subsemilattice, then B is called an

increasing subsemilattice. A set B is called convex if for each x and y

in B it follows that M(x)f~\L(y)QB. If ACS, then A denotes the

topological closure of A and A° denotes the interior of A. Let M

denote the min interval; that is, M is the unit interval with multi-

plication given by xy =g.l.b. {x, y}. Let Hom(5, M) denote the set of

continuous homomorphisms from S into M, and let XsM denote the

product semilattice X\Mf\fEHom(S, M) and Mj = M\. For each g

in Hom(5, M) let pr„ denote the map from XSM onto Mt defined by

pr„((m/)) =m„ for all (m¡) in XsM, and let ^ : 5—>XSM be the map

defined by pr^^s)) =g(s) for all 5 in 5 and all g in Hom(5, M). Then

ty is called the evaluation map. Observe that^ is injective if and only if

Hom(5, M) separates points.
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Definition 2.1. A semilattice is locally convex if the collection of

open convex subsets form a base for the topology.

Definition 2.2. A semilattice S is LU-completely regular at s if for

each open neighborhood U oí s there is a point s o in U with sEM(so)°

such that if F is a closed (in S) increasing subsemilattice contained in

Af(so)\{s}, then there is an/ in Hom(5, M) such that/(s) =0 and

f(B) = 1. A semilattice is LU-completely regular if it is LIncompletely

regular at each of its points.

Definition 2.3. A semilattice is ¿[/-finite at s if for each open

neighborhood U oí s there is a point s0 in U with sEM(s0)° such that

if B is a closed (in S) increasing set contained in ilf(í0)\{í}, then

there are closed increasing subsemilattices Pi, • • • , Bn satisfying

5GU?_i Bi and PÇU?_i B¡. A semilattice is LU-finite if it is ¿[/-finite
at each of its points.

III. In this section we prove that a locally compact topological

semilattice S is embeddable in a product of min intervals if and only if

S is locally convex, L[/-completely regular, and ¿[/-finite. Through-

out this section 5 will denote a topological semilattice.

We now state some known results (Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2)

which we will use throughout this section. The proofs of these two

theorems are due to J. D. Lawson [2].

Theorem 3.1. Let S have the property that if xEV, an open, in-

creasing subset of S, then there exists yEV such that x E M(y)°. If A is a

closed, decreasing subset and bES\A, then there exists an f in

Horn(5, M) such thatf (A) =0andf(b) = 1.

Theorem 3.2. Let S be a compact topological semilattice. Then the

following are equivalent:

(a) Hom(5, 212") separates points.

(b) 5 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1.

(c) For each s in S and each neighborhood U of s there is a neighbor-

hood V of s which is a subsemilattice of S such that FÇ [/.

(d) The evaluation map Sf is an embedding.

Lemma 3.3. If Sis compact and Hom(5, M) separates points, then S

is L U-completely regular.

Proof. Let 5 G 5 and let U be an open neighborhood of s. Since 5 is

compact, S is locally convex [3, pp. 27, 48]. Thus there is an open

convex neighborhood V of s with FÇT [/. Then M( V) is an open in-

creasing set with sEM(V). Thus there is a point s o in M(V) with

sEM(s0)° (Theorem 3.2b). Since s0EM(V), there is a point tEV

with t^s0; since sE\M(s0)°, s0^s. Thus t^s0^s and since Fis convex
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it follows that soE V. Since FÇ TJ, it follows that s0E U. Let B be a

closed (in 5) increasing subsemilattice which is contained in

Af(so)\{s}. Since 51 is compact, B is compact, and therefore B has a

zero. Let b denote the zero for B. Then b(£L(s). Thus by Theorem 3.1

and Theorem 3.2b, there is an/ in Hom(5, M) with/(¿>) = l and

f(L(s))=0. It follows thatf(B) = 1 and/(s) =0.

Lemma 3.4. If S is compact and Horn(5, M) separates points, then S

is L U-finite.

Proof. Let s ES and let U be an open neighborhood of s. As in the

proof of Lemma 3.3, there is a point so in U with sEM(so)°. Let B be a

closed (in S) increasing set which is contained in ikf(so)\{s}- Then

BC\L(s) =0. For each b in B let [/¡, be an open neighborhood of b

with UbC^L(s) = 0. By Theorem 3.2c, for each b in B there is a sub-

semilattice   Vb which is a neighborhood of b with   FtÇ [/&. Then

VbC\L(s) = 0. Since Vb is compact, M(V{) is a closed increasing sub-

semilattice with M(yb)r\L(s)=0. The set { V%\ bEB ) is acover of B

by open sets and thus there is a finite subset   { V~i, • • • ,   Vn}  of

{ Vh\bEB] such that BÇU?,, V{. Let 5, = M(F<). Then 5ÇIJ?.! Bi
andsEW-iBi.

Lemma 3.5. Let T be a compact topological semilattice, and let S be an

open subsemilattice of T.

(a) If T is LU-completely regular, then S is LU-completely regular.

(b) If T is L U-finite, then S is L U-finite.

Proof, (a) Let s ES, and let U be an open (in S) neighborhood of j.

Since T is compact, there is an open convex subset V of T which con-

tains s such that VQS. Again as in Lemma 3.3 there is a point so in

V with sEMs(so)°- Let B be a closed (in S) increasing subsemi-

lattice with BCJlis(s0)\jjj. Let B denote the closure of B in T. Since

V is convex (relative to T), MT(B)r\LT(s) = 0. By Theorem 3.1 and

since T is L[/-completely regular, Hom(7\ M) separates points; thus

there is an/ in Hom(r, M) such that/(s) =0 and/(è) =1, where b is

the zero of the compact semilattice Mt(B). Let g =/| S. Then g(s) =0

and g(B) = 1, and g G Horn (5, M). Thus 5 is L [/-completely regular.

(b) Let s, U, and V be as in the proof of part (a). By Theorem 3.1

and since T is L[/-finite, Hom(7\ M) separates points; thus by

Lemma 3.4 there is a point so in V with sEMt(so)° such that if A is a

closed (in T) increasing set contained in Afr(so)\{s}, then there are

closed increasing subsemilattices Ai, • • • , A„ of T with s(£U7_i Ai

and ^IÇlUîLi Ai. Since VQS, sBES. Let B be a closed (in S) in-

creasing set which is contained in ¥s(so)\|í¡ • Since V is convex rela-

tive to T, Bf~\LT(s) = 0, where B denotes the closure of B in T. Since
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B is compact, MT(B) is closed in F. Also, MT(B) QMT(so)\{s}. The

theorem now follows by the above remarks.

Theorem 3.6. Let S be a locally compact semilattice which is topo-

logically isomorphic to a subsemilattice of a product of min intervals.

Then S is locally convex, L U-completely regular, and L U-finite.

Proof. By [2], a closed subsemilattice of a product of min

intervals has sufficiently many continuous homomorphisms into the

min interval to separate points. Thus Theorem 3.6 follows from

Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.

Lemma 3.7. Let S be a topological semilattice for which Horn (S, M)

separates points. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) The evaluation map^ is an embedding.

(b) For each s in S and each open neighborhood U of s there are a

finite number of homomorphisms fx, ■ ■ ■ , fn in Horn(5, M) and a

finite number of open subsets Ox, • ■ • , Onof M such that sEf)i~xf71(Oi)

QU.

Proof. (a)=>(b) Let sES and let U be an open neighborhood of s.

SinceS!7 isanembeddingj^i/) is open relative to^(5) and^f (s)E^(U)

Thus there is a set V which is open relative to XSM such that

VrvSf(S) =ty(U). Since XSM has the product topology, there are

finite number of homomorphisms fx, ••■,/„ in Hom(5, M) and a

finite number Ox, ■ ■ ■ , On of open subsets of M such that

^(s)E(f)7-xPrfi1(0i))CV. Thus, it follows that sE^xfT\0,)CU.
(b)=>(a) Let U be a nonempty open subset of S and let sE U. Let

fx, • ■ • , fn be elements of Hom(5, M) and let Ox, ■ ■ ■ , 0n be open

subsets of M such that fp(s)Gf1".ijT1<0<)C£/. It follows that
*(5)G(nin=1pr/71(Oi))n*(5)Ç^([/), and that ^f(U) is open relative

toty(S). That^ is injective follows since Hom(5, M) separates points.

Thus^ is an embedding.

Theorem 3.8. If S is locally convex, LU-completely regular, and

L U'-finite, then the evaluation map^ is an embedding.

Proof. Let s ES and let U be an open neighborhood of s. Since S is

locally convex, there is an open convex neighborhood V of 5 with

FÇ U. Let so be a point in F satisfying Definition 2.3 with respect to 5

and let SxEM(so)°(~\V satisfying Definition 2.2 with respect to 5. If

S\M(sx)° = 0, then let fo-S-^-M be the map defined by fo(t) =1 for
all t in S. If S\M(so)a^0, then by Theorem 3.1 there is an/0 in

Hom(5, M) such that f0(s) = 1 and fB(S\M(sx)°) = 0. Let B

= (S\V)C\M(sx). Since V is convex and SxE V, B is a closed increas-
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ing set contained in M(si) and thus in M(s0). If B = 0, then/0 and

(1/2, l] satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.7b. If Br¿0, then there

are closed increasing subsemilattices A i, ■ ■ ■ , ^4„such thati£U"=i At

and BQ\Jti At. Let B¡ = Air\M(s1). Then each BiQM(si)\{sj and

-BÇU"=1 Bi. Thus there are functions/i, • • • ,/„ in Hom(5, M) such

thatfi(Bt) =1 and/¿(s) =0. Let O0 = (l/2, l] and let 0¿= [0, 1/2) for
i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. Then sEf)tofr\Oi)Ç VÇZ [/. Thus it follows by
Lemma 3.7b that^ is an embedding.

Example 1. Let 5i= {(0, \/n)\n is a positive integer} and let

S2 = {(1 + 1/w, 0)| n is a positive integer}. Let S = Si^JS2\J[f), 0), and

define multiplication on 5 by

(°'7)(vH°H7';r})'
„)(o,l) = (o,l)(1+i,o)

/ \     n /      \     n / \        m      /

"(1+¿'°)

1

^        m

O)    if«è»,

-te) if n <m,

(l + —, oVl + — , 0) =(min|l + —, 1 +—\, O),
\        n       /\        m      /      \        \ n m)       /

(0, 0) • x = x- (0, 0) = (0, 0)    for all x in 5.

Then 5 is a locally compact, L [/-finite semilattice which is not locally

convex or ¿[/-completely regular. Thus .S is not embeddable in a

product of min intervals.

Example 2. Let S=MXZ,  where Z denotes  the nonnegative

integers. Define multiplication as follows:

(x, z)(y, w) = (0, 0)      if z 7^ w,

= (xy, z)    if z = w.

Then 5 is a locally compact, locally convex, ¿[/-completely regular

semilattice that is not L [/-finite. Note that 5 is not L [/-finite at

(0, 0) since My. (Z\ {0 }) is an upper set contained in ikf((0, 0)) which

cannot be contained in a finite union upper subsemilattice unless one

of the subsemilattices contains (0, 0), thus 5 is not embeddable in a

product of min intervals.

We close with the following embedding theorem :
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Theorem 3.9. Let S be a locally compact semilattice with the property

that if sES, U is an open neighborhood of s, xG U, and x <y, then there

is a z in U with x<z<y. If S satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1,

then the evaluation map ^ is an embedding.

Proof. Let 5 G5, and let U be an open neighborhood of s. Let V be

an open neighborhood of s with V compact and V Ç [/. Then M(V) is

an open increasing neighborhood of s; thus, there is a point s0 in

M(V) with sEM(s0)°- It follows that there is a point si in V with

sEM(sx)°. We show that there is a point s2 in F with sEM(s2)° such

that M(s2)i^L(s) Ç V. Assume that this is not the case, and let

F(s) = \W\ W is an open neighborhood of s contained in V). Par-

tially order F(s) by Wx á W2 if and only if W2QWx; then F(s) with the

partial order g is a directed set. For each W in F(s) let swEW with

sEM(sw)°- Then (by the compactness of V) there is a point tw in

V\V with sw<tw<s. Then the net {sw\ WEF(s)} converges to s,

and the net {tw\ WEF(s)} clusters to some point t0 in V\V. It

follows that s^to^s but s^t0, which is impossible; thus such an s2

must exist.

For each b in M(s2)\V let s& be a maximal element in M(si)r\V

satisfying Sb^b (such elements exist since V is compact). Observe

that each SöGF\F, which is compact. Also, by the above, Sb^L(s);

thus, there is an /¡, in Hom(5, M) with fb(Sb) — 1 and fb(L(s)) =0

(Theorem 3.1). The se_t \fil((\/2, l])|Z>GM(52)\F} is an

open cover of M(st)C\(V\V); thus, there is a finite subset

{f^((\/2, 1))|* = 1, •••,»} which covers M(si)r\(V\V). Since

il2"(s2)° is open, M(M(s2)°) is open. Also, M(M(sa)°)ÇZM(sa). Thus

Ai (52)° Ç M(M(s2)°) £ M(s2)° which implies Jkf (52)° is an increasing set ;

thus S\M(s2)° is a decreasing set. By Theorem 3.1, there is an/0 in

HomOS, M) such that/0(i) =1 and/0(5\Af(s2)°) =0 (if 5\M(i2)V0).
It follows that sEföl((i/2, l])n(n?,1/s:1([0, 1/2)))ç FÇ [/; thus,
by Lemma 3.7,St is an embedding.

Finally, I wish to thank Professor D. R. Brown for his many helpful

suggestions and comments.
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